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^ Rachel Saltz (August 8, 2013). ^ "13 Interesting facts that did not know about Chennai Express." Rahul tells the examiner of travel tickets on them, but they push the inspector a river under a bridge. ^ "Chennai Express (2013)" Rohit Shetty ". Shah Rukh Khan box office in India. [123] [124] The movie collected ã ¢ Â´125.60 million (US $ 1.6
million) The Rcoles [125] [126] Box Office India reported that the movie raised on Thursday `` 190190 million of $ 2.5 million) , taking its first week in total (including the previous views paid) at ã ¢ â € Šâ¹1.461.50 billion (US $ 19 million), surpassing the anterior cord of Ek Tha Tiger. [127] [128] [129] [130] had a world gross of â‚¬2.5 billion (US $ 33
million) in the first seven days. [131] The movie compiled ¢ â € Šâ¹237.50 million (US $ 3.1 million) in its second weekend, carrying the total national network to ã‚1.68 billion (US $ 22 million), and also It became the second movie of Bollywood more high collection in ten days with a world gross of ã ¢ â € Šâ¹3.14 billion (US $ 41 million). [132] [133]
The movie gained . [134] collected the â‚¬160 million (US $ 2.1 million) in its third week, which caused its total to ã ¢ â 2,2.75 billion (US $ 26 million). [135] Chennai Express broke the National Net Cord established by 3 idiots in its fourth weekend [136] [137] and added around â‚¬ 57.40 million (US $ 750,000) in week four to take the total A ã ¢ â €
Šâ¹2.06 billion (USA $ 27 million). [138] [139] [140] The movie compiled ¢ â € Šâ¹3.5 million (US $ 46,000) in its sixth week, for a final total Ã ¢ â 2,08.25 billion (US $ 27 million). [141] [142] [A] The National Distributor for the Life of the Film the shares are in ã ¢ â € Šâ¹1.15 billion (US $ 15 million), breaking the previous record of Ek Tha Tiger of ã ¢
â € Šâ¹1.07 billion Chennai's express abroad also broke records abroad; During the advances paid in the United Kingdom, the movie compiled more than any first day of a Bollywood movie in the United Kingdom. [145] The movie broke the opening weekend cords in foreign territories, which received 504.70 million (US $ 6.6 million), including
collections of key market records in the United States ($ 2.22 million) , the EAU (AED 7.73 million) and the United Kingdom (â £ 934,118). [146] [147] [148] Chennai Express established a Cord for opening weekends abroad, raising US $ 7.1 million. [149] He also had ã Ã © xito in Pakisté, where he collected â € Šâ¨18.4 million (US $ 110,000) in his
first weekend. [150] For August 18, the movie had broken all the box office cords in Karachi when collecting more of "US $ 250,000). [151] [152] The movie gained" 720 million (US $ 9.4 million) in just nine days in foreign markets. [153] [154] [155] For the second weekend, approximately US $ 14 million had raised. [156] Chennai Express had raised
around US $ 16 million in its third weekend abroad and US $ 16.85 million for the fourth weekend. [157] For the fifth weekend, the movie had raised around US $ 17.25 million abroad. Here you can easily download the Chennai Express movie in HD. Archive of the original on August 20, 2013. It has all the ingredients that would wait for a large
commercial movie of Masala ", the cast of Big Star, Drama, Action, Comedy, Songs, The Car Chases and The Big Finish, all delivered in Shetty's Ishtyle Inshtyle ... ã ¢ In general, this is a gum box office. " [92] Meena Iyer of Times of India gave the 35 -star movie 3.5, saying: "Chennai Express is a magniestly mounted movie. Variety. In this The movie
became the més méso de Bollywood, surpassing 3 idiots. ^ "I'm doing Chennai Express with" Rohit Shetty "Srk. Movie Hindi, will see that this takes a long time in But in the quality of HD, we use modern technology to reduce the quality of the video of the Chennai Express movie. Fotchennai Express was launched in cinemas in foreign markets on
August 8, 2013 and a day after India. The movie received mixed critics from the chronic. December 27, 2013. Accessed July 31, 2013. If Chennai Express collected more than â‚¬ 1.3 billion (US $ 17 million) net, then for each "millions of millions obtained after that, The producers would obtain an additional "millions of 20 years. [78] The movie had its
television premiere on October 20, 2013, and was seen by a number of spectators, almost doubleing the best qualified fiction program. Archive of the original on March 11, 2015. ^ "First look: Ready Steady Po for Chennai Express!". ^ "Winners: Bollywood Hungama Surfers Choice Movie Awards 2013". ^ "'' Chennai Express' Review: It is a great and
fat bored. September 6, 2013. Durgesh and Tangaballi reform, accepting that the love of a common man like Rahul is more great than his physical capacity and political influence. Archive from the original on November 27, 2013. Incrustation details Advanced, examples and help! 20132013Not not not not cathed2h 21mcast & crewuser
reviewtriviaimdbproa man that is directed towards Rameshwaram through Chennai Express to submerge the ashes of his late grandfather involuntarily is trapped in the middle of thugs after Help his boss's daughter and address the Trai ... ^ "Shudh desi Romance opens well dull dull". ^ "Kashmir Main Tu Kanyakumari: Chennai Express Song". Of the
original of January 7, 2015. January 1, January 1, 2013. glamsham. Conceived as a "Commercial romance", the movie is Originally Ready Steady Po. The filming began in Mehboob Studio on October 20. 12 And it was completed in May 2013. When he sees Sachin Tendulkar on television in a Cricket match, he is fired by his 99th race. File of the
original on 19 19 2015. ^ "Chennai Express 206 CR in four weeks Madras Cafe 41 Cr in two weeks". Retrieved on September 11, 2016. "68 minutes of CGI to increase the narrative." When Rahul tries to leave the train, he realizes a young woman who runs to board it. May 20, 2013. Rahul is annoying but says nothing because men carry weapons.
Archive of the original on March 4, 2016. CNN-IBN. Archive of the original on September 6, 2017. Cinema businesses. ^ "Chennai Express Multiplex: v Individual screens". He said the song celebrated the union spirit. "Bull Ár Shah Rukh Khan: Deepika Padukone in Chennai Express." "Munnar Diaries." April 23, 2013. Accessed November 14, 2017.
Archive of the original on August 14, 2013. Tangaballi catches Rahul while he tries to leave, but the villagers help them escape again. ^ "Mã s collections of the second day." ^ "It ras once in Mumbaai Dobaara Dull Chennai Express Heads for $ 16 more." Retrieved on August 15, 2013. He reserves a single ticket at Chennai Express, planning to meet
Bobby and Baman along the way, in the seation of Junction Kalyan. January 12, 2015. Archive of the original on May 5, 2014. ^ "Chennai Express has a great start abroad." ^ "Average annual rates (58.5 INR per USD)". Retrieved on January 31, 2014. UTV Motion Pictures joined as a producer and distributor, marking his first active project with Khan
after Swades (2004). He praised Padukone's appearance, although he criticized aspects of his skills for stage. [98] Sukanya Verma of Rediff.com gave the movie 2.5 stars, saying: "Chennai Express evokes some laughs, but otherwise decides to change the clues of the drama comedy to the terrible drama." He wrote: "Board Chennai Express under his
own risk." [100] CNN-Ibn rajeev gave the qualification of the 2/5 and said the movie was a boring "big and fat." Archive of the original on August 17, 2013. ^ "Chennai Express Express The application was launched. " King Can. And the movie is at the height of the pump and the hopla that surrounds it. " (March 19, 2012). Archive of the original on
September 21, 2013. ^ A B "Chennai Express has enormous advanced advances." Archive of the original on October 21, 2014. ^ "Grand Masti is poor Chennai Express continues to go." "'Chennai Express' Breaks Mãºliple records." Bernardmusic Byoriginal Bandrack: Vishal "" ShekharbackGound Score: Amar Mohileguest Composer: I I Honey
SinghproductiCompaniesutv Motion Fotelment Chillment Distributed bytv Motion Fotes [2] Elease dates August 8, 2013 (2013-08-08) (foreign markets) [3 ] [4] August 9, 2013 (2013 to ) [6] box office box office '423 ã ¢ ã ¢ â € Šâ¹4.23 ã ¢ billion) [7] Chennai Express (/ tãªæ’ã © âªâªë † naã © âª/ (listen)) is a movie of Comedy of Hindi Hindi Accindi
2013 [8] [3] directed by Rohit Shetty and produced by Ronnie Screwvala, Siddharth Roy Kapur, Gauri Khan and Karim Morani, based on a story of K. ^ stop, Shweta (February 28, 2014). November 19, 2013. Produced Subash Byronnie Screwvalasiddharth Roy Kapurgauri Khankarim Moranistarringdeepika Padukone [1] Shah Rukh
Khancinematography DuddlededDed Bysteven H. ^ Ramachandran, Mythy (August 1, 2013). "Review: Bennai Express is a trip to nothing to nowhere!" August 18, 2013. Archive of the original on January 4, 2014. July 23, 2013. Archive of the original on May 14, 2015. ^ "Chennai Express Desglosse "Box Office India". ^ Mayank Shekhar (August 9,
2013). He added: "Rohit Carnival comedy laughs some laughs, but can leave you exhausted." Sneha said that Padukone's performance "Eclipsa" Khan's. [106] Ronnie Scheib of Variety wrote: "Shah Rukh Khan and Deepika Padukone are badly coincident in this comedy/romance/shareholder of Shetty to maintain the romantic hero of his characters
constantly laughs against his representations of his ridiculous" . [49] Simon Foster of the special transmission service gave the movie 2 stars of 5 and described it as "a strong romantic comedy and a lame brain of the (very) wide direction brush of Rohit Shetty, the overvalued vehicle of Srk when seeing the charismatic but aged actor is poorly
discarded and easily eclipsed by its protagonist, Deepika Padukone. " [107] Hunting also said: Bollywood movie list of greater collection at that time, Chennai Express became Bollywood's film more careful, both in India, both in India and around LD work, When it collected ¢ â € Šâ¹3.96 billion (US $ 52 million). [108] It is currently Bollywood's film
Més high worldwide. Registration of US $ 51 million) established by 3 idiots, according to Box Office India. [110] [111] The last gross film of the film was ã ¢ â 423 million rupees [7] (US $ 72.31 million). , Chennai Express had a good performance, with the Hindi version that collected 67.5 million, exceeding the previous cord held by 3 idiots,
according to Box Office India. [113] The movie compiled the 292.5 million in its opening day, converted into the second opening collection more high detriment of Ek Tha Tiger. [114] [115] The movie broke the box office records of the second and third day, collecting ã ¢ â € Šâ¹264.30 million (US $ 3.5 million), [116] [117] and ã ¢ â € Šâ¹292. 10
million (US $ 3.8 million), respectively, [66] and Previous views paid), [118] breaking the previous weekend cord established by Yeh Jawaani Hai Deewani. [119] [120] Chennai Express established another cord for gross world opening, winning ã ¢ â € Šâ¹1.59 billion (US $ 21 million) on the weekend of three days. [121] [122] The movie had a good
performance on Monday, collecting more than â‚¬120 million (US $ 1.6 million). May 27, 2013. P. ^ A B SAIBAL Chatterjee (August 8, 2013). Bhaskar Diario. ^ "Chennai Express: 137.1 Cr until the Rcoles". ^ The movies were "Waar", "Mere Hoon Shahid Afridi", "Islaq Khuda" and "Josh". ^ "Collections of the second day Mã a time", Cabdout India.
"Archive of the original on August 24, 2013. August 26, 2013." ZEE Cinema Awards 2014: Farhan, Deepika, Shahrukh, Sonakshi Sweet Tropies ". Raised by his grandparents of the age of eight years, Rahul's grandfather, Bhishambhar, has a chain of confectionery stores. Accessed July 14, 2013. Archive of the original on November 5, 2013. ^ Sukanya
Verma (August 9, 2013). Deccan Herald. Accessed April 24, 2018. Sã. 3 It is the first resource of 2013 so far. "Accessed February 2, 2018. In Perãº, it was the first Hindi movie that premiered the same day as in India. [62] [63] Chennai Express also N then above the usual rate during the spectacles of the week days and up to 20 percent on weekends;
although this increase did not apply evenly in all multiplexes. [65] The movie was launched into 2,550 cinemas on 3,550 screens in India, [66] and on 700 screens internationally, including 196 screens in North, 175 in the United Kingdom, [67] 55 in the Middle East and 30 in Australia. "The broader launch of Bollywood to that point. [68] [69] [70]
Market a first view of Chennai Express was was it was on January 1, 2013. [71] A teaser of the 31 -second Tyulus track, sung by S. 3,700 screens Damangg 2 (2012, 3,450 screens) [159] [159] Previous views paid Ã ¢ â € Â¹67.50 million (US $ 890,000) 3 idiots (2009, ã ¢ Éculo27.50.50 million (US $ 360,000)) [113] [160] Second day .One (2011, ã ¢ Â
´229 million (US $ 3.0 million)) [161] third day ¢ â € Šâ¹224.40 million (US $ 2.9 million)) [66] Opening weekend paid) Yeh Jawaani Hai Deewani (ã ¢ â € Šâ¹630 million (US $ 8.3 million)) [118] Opening week ã ¢ â € Šâ¹1.39 billion (US $ 18 million) (ã ¢ â´1.461. 50 billion (US $ 19 million) including paid advances) Ek Tha Tiger (2012, ã ¢ â € Šâ¹1.28
billion (US $ 17 million) [129] Worldwide Aperis weekend ã ¢ 1.67 billion (US $ 22 million) Yeh Jawaani Hai Deewani (ã ¢ â € Šâ¹1.07 billion (US $ 14 million)) [121] Opening weekend in the United States $ 2,220,497 my name is Khan (2010, $ 1,944,027) [146] [147] Oversea S Opening weekend $ 7,100,000 My name is Khan ($ 5,300,000) [162] Nett
Netmal. He was still raising on his sixth weekend, taking its total to US $ 17.40 million. [158] Records box office records made by Chennai Express Registration Table Details of the previous registration Ref. ^ "Chennai Express Cross 125 Cr; 200 Cr Objective?". ^ "Karan Johar chooses Aamir Khan about SRK in Birthday Bash!" Archive of the original
on July 6, 2013. February 5, 2014. Nikitin Dheer and Sathyaraj play secondary roles. Archive of the original on November 2, 2013. ^ "Pakistán to go out of 'Chennai Express' by Shah Rukh and Once Upon a Time in Mumbaai 2'". And that is its USP [ãºnico point of sale]. "[12] Zee News described the 5 stars, stating that if one ignores the typs, the
absence of "blow" in the guy and predictability, then the person is "on board for a fun walk" with Chennai Express. [94] India Today Today The 3 -star movie: "The good news first. According to the reports, the director is asked to plan a different musical composition. [53] However, the composers denied these rumors. [54] in mid -April 2013, the singer
S. raised by his grandparents at the age of eight years, Rahul's grandparents have a chain of sweet stores. make him understand and honor Meenamma's desire. Archive of the original of the original on July 26, 2013. Archive of the original on June 8, 2013. Archive of the original on February 20, 2015. filed from the original on February 7, 2012.
Meenamma tells the villagers that they are a married couple who needs protection and rest, to which the villagers agree. He also tells Meenamma to love her. August 17, 2013. Baradwaj Rangan. Retrieved on January 27, 2015. "Shah Rukh Khan, Deepika Padukone Flount Lungi for Chennai Express. " ^ "Chennai Express". India TV News. Archived. Of
the original on April 25, 2013. ^ "6th APSA RA NOMINATION TO THE PRODUCERS OF FILM PRODUCERS & TELEVISION". She asks Rahul to take the ashes to Rameswaram and disperse them. ^ A B "Chennai Express Business Lifetime Final Lifetime". Archive of the original on May 14, 2013. ^ "Deepika to star in Shah Rukh". August 10, 2013.
Accessed September 23, 2013. Archive of the original on May 24, 2013. ^ Ib Times Staff Reporter (March 24, 2013). Make my trip. ^ Malvania, Urvi (August 17, 2013). A large part of the movie was established in Ooty, for which sets were built in Wai. Archive of the original on September 24, 2015. Oneindia Entertainment. Retrieved on January 2,
2013. Archive of the original on August 26, 2013. Despite this, he broke several box office records in India and abroad, becoming the movie of more collection of 1 billion (US $ 14 million) nationwide. International business times. Archive of the original on May 16, 2013. Archive of the original on June 16, 2013. Francis (August 9, 2013). 2013). Swollen
vanity project for an actor capable of much more ". Archived from the original on February 3, 2018. August 9, 2013. filed from the original on October 15, 2013. January 1, 1970. It is a Extracting mixture careless of cheesy humor, half romance of heart, half emotion and acyon of the head. "Shahrukh Khan develops robust mismers for Chennai
Express." November 4, 2013. ^ "Chennai Express Pagó previous views Draw the response to bumper in multiplexes". Accessed August 30, 2014. December 12, 2013. Businessofcinema. ^ "Annai Indira Gandhi Bridge in Rameswaram." 11 of July 2013. April 30, 2013. ^"'' Chennai Express' Delayed release date: Shah Rukh-Depika Starrer arrived on
August 9". The soundt of Chennai Express was composed of Vishal "Shekhar, with the score in the background composed of Amar Mohile. He helped his announcer, Zee TV, to reach the higher position between the general entertainment channels that month. [79] Legal question And together with once in Mumbai Dobaara!, Chennai Express was
initially abandoned by Pakistanães distributors and exhibitors because four Pakistanãis movies were launched the same day. [80] [81] The launch dates were postponed until August 15 and 9, respectively. [82] During his Wai filming calendar, the film's unit had problems using too much Dam Dam's water, in the Satara district of Maharashtra. They
said that Padukone's very accentuated diogogue resembled a Malayalee accent instead of a tamil. [84] [85] Padukone defended the movie, saying that he did not parody the culture of southern India and that the majority of the crew, including herself, are South Indians. She tells Rahul to take the ashes and send them to Rasmorem. Consulted October
3, 2013. Archive of the original on August 23, 2013. "Review of the movie: Take a cube of Palomitas de Maãz, si © ntate and enjoy the trip, since Chennai Express is here to entertain." Shetty said the It is "a hard -number commercial movie with a romantic Órulo. India.com. Khan (October 15, 2012). ^ Bollywood Hungama (January 2, 2013). Archive of
the original on March 5, 2016 . Archive of the original on March 11, 2016. Archive of the original on October 13, 2013. Accessed September 11, 2013. "Chennai Express' weekend collection at the foreign box office." Archive of the original on the 9th of 9 August 2013. ^ "'Golden Kela Awards 2014 âgn It is about this man from Mumbai to
Rameshwaram and what happens during the trip. " [19] About 68 minutes of images were improved with CGI by Reliance Mediaworks. [20] Chennai Express was initially written as a backup project for Khan (in the photo). August 20, 2013. NDTV. ^ Rachit Gupta (August 9, 2013). Archive of the original on July 13, 2017. Archive of the original on
August 25, 2013. ^ "Shah Rukh Khan's 'Chennai Express' posters spark debate; much I get on anything?". ^ "Chennai Express week four territorial breakdown". The song was titled "Lungi Dance", the 'Thalaivar (R)' Tribute "in honor of the film actor Rajinikanth. [58] On July 25, 2013, a promotional video of the song" Tera Rasta Main Chhodoon Na ".
[59] The Mism Express was scheduled to be launched in non -traditional international markets. When Rahul plans to slip away, he argues, not wanting to win the distrust of the villagers. Rediff.com. ^ Dibyojyoti baksi (April 22, 2013). Accessed September 27, 2013 . ^ "IIFA Awards 2014: The list of nominees." on October 18, 2013. ^ Philip Bode
(September 5, 2013). July 21, 2013. Firstpost. ^ A B "Chennai Express week One Breawn Territorial". The states And the rehabilitation minister, Patangrao Kadam, addressed the problem. [83] The Póster and the trailer of the movie, launched on Twitter and YouTube, were criticized by some Tamile media for their representation of Tamil Ethos. Now
only do so and suffer. "[103] Raja Sen of Rediff gave the 5 -star movie 1 and said:" Shah Rukh Khan shouts and chillas and chillan and bars fangs and pots and, well, it excessively exhausted in each step, despite the fact that No one more in the movie after this template. "[104] Rachel Saltz from The New York Times wrote:" 'Chennai Express' feels like
a sumptuous meal with carefully chosen wine and tasty snacks, but a Falling main dish. ^ "Introduction of Chennai Express characters". August 12, 2013. "The 'Chennai Express' of Shah Rukh becomes more expensive for cinematos." Livemint. JHA (November 22, 2015). Dainik Bhaskar. ^ "Chennai Express paid predicted the response to bumper in
multiplexes (Internet file)". ^ Apurva Singh (July 26, 2013). When the car breaks down, Rahul and Meenamma fight and look like. October 9, 2013. Movierulz offers last and old movies in Hindi. Archive of the original on November 8, 2013. ^ "'Chennai Express' Review: Junta at your own risk". If you do not plan to participate in a multilateral song of
dramatic and narrative elements, this movie can be fun. "[91] Sarita Tanwar of DNA gave the 5 -star movie 3.5 and said:" This is a pleasure for all the Hindi cinema lovers. ^ "Bollywood rides in Chennai Express to new international markets". ^ "Shah Rukh Khan 'Chennai Express' breaks records in pak". "Priyamani eyes for Salman and Shahrukh
Khan's movies." Archive of the original on December 19, 2013. Archive of the original on November 10, 2013. "Chennai Express' Cover collection: SRK Cross ¢ â € Šâ¹2 billion rupees worldwide in 9 days. " 2013. Accessed July 23 Archive of the original on August 6, 2013. ^ "List of winners announced the Big Star Entertainment Awards 2013". ^ A B
UPALA KBR (March 30, 2013). ^ Adarsh, Taran (August 8, 2013). The times of India. "Srk and Deepika throw the trailer of Chennai Express! " Crudally, he accepts his request, but he is anxious to make a journey to Goa also. 1 GB quality: 480p | 720p | 1080p Source: Géro Web-DL: Acción and other formats: MKV subtage: Does the English want
more? Retrieved on January 1, 2012. ^ "ã lbum of Mismaic of Chennai Express". After the box office of 2011, Shetty had begun to write the guyn of the movie, but left it halfway. He commented that Chennai Express was a "swollen vanity project", and felt that the main actor could have had a better performance. [101] Anupama Chopra gave the 5 star movie 2 and said: "Chennai Express does not play for the strengths of Rohit or Shah Rukh. Of Hindi movie songs, and explains that the four men are trying to try kidnap her. Accessed July 2, 2013. July 25, 2013. Rahul tells Tangaballi and her thugs that she is ready for the fight this time. ^ A B Mehul S Thakkar (May 24 (May 24 (May 24, 2013).
Rohit Shetty declared that despite the title, Khan did not interpret a south of India in the movie. "Preview of the movie: Diversion Ride on Chennai Express." December 9, 2011. Archive of the original on March 3, 2013. July 2, 2013. Archive of the original on November 22, 2013. "Review of Pelécules by Chennai Express. "" Shah Rukh Khan is not
happy with Chennai Express' music. Gaballi challenges Rahul to a duel that Rahul, without knowing it, accepts, due to the lack of knowledge of him in Tamil. File of the original the 2014. "Chennai Express finally goes out." "You are not asked to reworkless 'Chennai Express': Vishal-Shekhar." Retrieved on December 20, 2013. ^ Udita Jhunjhunwala
(June 29, 2013). August 19, 2013. Archive of the original on January 25, 2014. Accessed January 19, 2012. July 31, 2013. ^ "What will be the final world business of Krrish 3 and what was it Chennai Express Worldwide? " ^ A B "2015 screen prizes, last news on Screen Awards 2015, photo gallery". ^ "Nominations for ZEE Cinema Awards 2014". On
August 1, 2013, Raj Thakeray asked film directors, Rahit Shetty and Sanjay Jadhav to find a solution. Digital spy. ^ Sunitra Pacheco (June 13, 2013). Retrieved on August 7, 2013. Sun News. ^ Ramchander (November 21, 2012). February 22, 2014. ^ "Besharam will have the second broad release of all time." July 24, 2013. Archive of the original on
May 20, 2013. Archive of the original on November 4, 2013. India Today. Archive of the original on October 2, 2013. ^ Sneha M. "Bollywood Blockbuster Railroads Narryteling". ^ "Chennai Express third weekend". It was launched internationally by UTV Motion Pictures. [49] Main article of music: Chennai Express (soundtrack) The score of Chennai
Express was composed of Amar Mohile; [50] The songs were composed of the Vishal "Shekhar, [51] and the lyrics were written by Amitabh Bhattacharya and I Honey. Singh. [52] The recording of the songs began at the end of October 2012. ^ Simon Foster (August 8, 2013). The first planned collaboration between Khan and Shetty was a new version
of Angoor (1982). "Review of 'Chennai Express': ". Ians. Archive of the original on June 11, 2013. ^ A B C Meena Iyer (August 14, 2013)." New photos: Shahrukh Deepika Padukone in the Chennai Express sets. "September 26, 2013. Boxofficeindia.com. ^ Meena Venkatraman (May 16, 2013)." Chennai Express: Why Vishal Dadlani is wrong about me
Honey Singh ". Consulted 2 2 2013. Archive of the original on August 2, 2013. ^ "Shah Rukh Khan, DDLJ moment of Deepika Padukone in Chennai Express." August 30, 2013. IBN Live. Archive of the original on February 16, 2014. Indo-Asian news service. Archive of the original on December 22, 2013. Initially, Balasubrahmanyam was apprehensive,
but he decided to sing due to the content and the flags of the movie. [55] The song "1 2 3 4 Get on the Dance Floor" was launched as a promotional single in the world of music. February 28, 2014. Archive of the original on November 3, 2013. ^ "WILL Wait 3 days to tell 'Chennai Express' Collections: Shah Rukh Khan". ^ "Srk says that Sã al Express
Chennai by Rohit Shetty". Special transmission service. T series. December 8, 2012. Accessed August 8, 2013. "Raja Sen's Chennai Express Review:! ^ "Shah Rukh Khan launches Chennai Express game." "Chennai Express reaches the station of 157 million rupees in a week." The New York Times. Archive of the original on October 9, 2013. January
31, 2014. Archive of the original on October 4, 2015. Accessed August 30, 2013. ^ A B Nandini Raghavendra (August 1, 2013). "Lapriyamani will shake his boton for Shahrukh in Chennai Express!" Eche deepika Padukone as meenalachni "meenamma" azhagusundaram Shahhhh khan as Rahul mithaiwala nikitin dheer as tangaballi (the fianch of
Meenamma muiher] [12] sathing tiwah tiwarher "warehouse Manoharan as Radichika "radha" azhagusundaram (meenamma cousin) Lekh Tandon as bhishambhar mite Yogi Babu as smuggler of Sri Lanka Jasper as Henchman Besant Ravi as Durgeshwara's heavy King Kong as Passerby Jimmy Moses as a Delhi Ganesh Camin Priyamani (element
number "1 2 3 4 get on the dance floor") [14] [15] [16] New version of the 1982 movie, Angoor. Archive of the original on December 4, 2013. Archive of the original on December 30, 2013. Accessed January 30, 2015. "The 'fan' of Shah Rukh Khan aims to continue with the global streak of the megstar movie" . ^ Ankita Mehta (August 17, 2013).
Archive of the original on December 18, 2013. Archive of the original on February 5, 2015. The bad news is that he does nothing for the indomitable star power of Shah Rukh Khan, except to tell us that he can still play a 40 -year rahul ± os without hesitant. "[95] Abhishek Gupta of India TV gave him 2.5 stars and wrote:" Comedy along with the action
is rarely served with equal entertainment in today's cinema. ^ Thakkar, Mehul S (March 17, 2013). However, Rahul forgets to take the ashes, and almost loses the train when he returns to pick them up. Star Guild Awards. ^ "Srk's Chennai Express breaks records abroad." There is a shooting between police force and terrorists. Archive of the original
on August 1, 2013. Bollywood Hungama. Retrieved on September 28, 2012. Accessed October 17, 2013. Ofx. ^ A B C "Bollywood Hungama Chennai Express (2013)". Archive of the original on May 10, 2013. Mumbai Mirror. ^ Support Dutt (August 7, 2013). "" Chennai Express "... Oh, CariÃ ± o, Yeh Hai Vindhya!" ^ Raj Thackeray gives Chennai
Express Green Signal after meeting Rohit Shetty. " ^ Akshata Shetty (April 27, 2013). Retrieved on February 3, 2018. December 18, 2013. References ^ Subhash K. Rahul lends him his mióvil phono so that he can contact his friends, but men with her grab and throw him train. Along the way, he knows a woman ... archived from the original on
December 21, 2013. November 7, 2013. April 24, 2013. ^ "Shahrukh, Akshay was archivized in Pakistã". File of the original original July 28, 2013. ^ "Star Guild Awards" winners. The ashes of his late grandfather involuntarily are caught in the midst of thugs after helping his boss's daughter and them on the edge of the train. After helping his boss's
daughter and boarding the train. User review110 Chennai Express Crectics is a movie that is made to generate laughter and, to that extent, in my opinion, the movie has achieved that goal. That the audience had a great time to see it and the fanaticos of Die Hard Shahrukh Khan will not feel disappointed. ^ A B "The best weekends 2013: Goliyon Ki
Raaslela Ram Leela 3rd." 2013. Accessed August 26, 2013. January 30, 2014. October 6, 2012. ^ "Stargaze: SRK, Deepika Padukone in the Sets of 'Chennai Express' and more." "SRK, Deepika Chennai Express costumes to be auctioned by charity." ^ "Chennai Expressã ¢: Less known facts". Chennai Express Guianni was ready for Khan as a backup,
due to the difficulty of obtaining the actor's filming dates. [18] When reading the guión, Khan liked the idea and agreed to star in before the Angoor remake, which caused the Angoor remake to be postponed. November 18, 2013. Archive of the original on March 30, 2015. ^ "Shah Rukh Khan-Starer Chennai Express to obtain the greatest launch of
Bollywood in the United Kingdom?". "Review of the movie: Chennai Express." ^ Ians (July 25, 2013). ^ A B C "Chennai Express (12a)". Hindustan Times. Archived from the original on January 2, 2013. The movie is full of giant men whose size works as a drilling line. "[102] Mayank Shekhar de Bhaskar described it 1 5 star, saying: "Have you paid the
ticket? January 24, 2014. archived from the original on February 23, 2014. ^ A B "Weekend box office results for August 9: 11 ã ¢ â‚¬ - Box Office Mojo". April 1, 2013. ^ A B Cain, Rob (March 20, 2016). Rahul, Bobby and Baman plan to throw the ashes on Goa but Neetu wants to see it, forcing Rahul to travel by train. October 1, 2013. filed from the
original on July 12, 2013. Accessed December 17, 2013. Dawn. ^ A B "Weekend Report: The Pãºblico travels to 'Elysium' during the weekend full of people." Retrieved on November 18, 2015. Archive of the original on November 21, 2013. Asianet News. After listening to both parties, Thakeray ruled that if Duniyadari was not removed from the
cinemas of a single screen throughout the state, then the MNS would not oppose the release of Chennai Express in Maharashtra. [87] Chennai Express was launched in 10 languages. [88] receipt Chennai Express received mixed critics to critics from all over the world. [89] India Taran Adarsh â € â € â € Bollywood Hungama gave the 5 -star movie and
wrote: "In general, 'Chennai Express' has the Red Red Seal Shetty. Finished. Ibnlive.in.com. ^ "Figure more budget movies". Archive of the original on August 31, 2014. As of March 2018, it is the Bollywood movie of greater collection of the world. It escapes with the help of a local police, Shamsher, but ends on a ship with terrorists and smuggers of
Sri Lanka. September 5, 2013. ^ "Shahrukh Khan leaves for Yakarta with the Chennai Express team." Archived from the original August 22, 2013. Archive of the original on August 18, 2013. India TV. Money and visual care in this romance of Bollywood action and compromised bright stars (Shah Rukh Khan and Deepika Padukone). Rahul (Shah Rukh
Khan) helps Meenamma Meenamma Padukone) addresses the train, a parody of the famous train scene in the 1995 film Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayege [9] Meenamma takes Rahul to Durgesh and presents Rahul as her lover. Rahul then leaves a message that love does not know regional or language barriers and that with a strong heart, there is no
suitability for what the common man can achieve. ^ Sarita Tanwar (August 8, 2013). ^ Do not beg the south of India in Chennai Express: Deepika Padukoneã ¢: Bollywood, News. " "Srk is working on Sunday for Chennai Express! " Retrieved 16 August 2013. Here is the Complete Shahrukh Khan (Srk) Movies 1992Divya BhartiRaju Ban Gaya
GentlemanÃ 1992juhi Chawlamaya MemsaabÃ¢ 1993deepa Sahiking tÃo Ã¢ 1993anu Agarwalbaazigar Ã¢ 1993kaJoldarr Ã¢ 1993juhi Chawlakabhi Haan Kabhi Naa Ã¢ 1994Suchitra Krishnamoorthianjaam Ã¢ 1994madhuri Dixkaran ArjunÃ¢JoJoJOHULAHULOHINGACI Yeh Hai India!Ã 1995Deepa SahiZamaana DeewanaÃ 1995Raveena
TandonGudduÃ  1995Manisha KoiralaDilwale Dulhania Le JayengeÃ 1995KajolRam JaaneÃ 1995Juhi ChawlaTrimurtiÃ 1995GautamiEnglish Babu Desi MemÃ 1996Sonali BendreChaahatÃ 1996Pooja BhattArmyÃ 1996SrideviKoylaÃ 1997Madhuri DixitYes BossÃ 1997Juhi ChawlaPardesÃ 1997Mahima ChaudhryDil To Pagal HaiÃ 1997Madhuri,
KarishmaDil Se..Ã 1998Manisha KoiralaDuplicateÃ 1998Juhi Chawlakuch Kuch Hota H aiÃ 1998Kajol,RaniBaadshahÃ 1999Twinkle KhannaJoshÃ 2000Aishwarya RaiPhir Bhi Dil Hai Hindustani Ã 2000Juhi ChawlaHey RamÃ 2000Rani MukherjiMohabbateinÃ 2000Aishwarya RaiOne 2 Ka 4Ã 2001Juhi ChawlaAsokaÃ 2001Kareena KapoorKabhi Khushi
Kabhie GhamÃ¢ÂÂ¦Ã 2001KajolHum Tumhare Hain Sanam2002Madhuri DixitDevdasÃ ‚2002aishwarya, Madhurichalte Chalteã‚ 2003rani Mukherjeekal Ho Naa Hoã ‚2003Preity Zintamain Hoon Naã ¢ 2004 Sushmita 2004Preity ZintaswadesÃ¢ 2004Gayatri 2004Gayatri Mukherjikabhi Alvida Naa Kehnaã ¢ 2006Preity, Ranidon: The persecution begins
again 2006 Priyanka Choprachak of! India â 2007vidya Malvadeom Shanti omã‚â 2007deEpika Padukoner ne bana di jodiÃ‚â 2008anushka Sharmabillu barberã‚â 2009lara duttamy name is khanã‚â 2010kajolra.oneÃ‚â 2011kareena kapoordon 2: The Chase continues 2012Anushka, KatrinaChennai ExpressÃÂ 2013Deepika PadukoneHappy New
YearOct 24 2014Deepika PadukoneDilwaale25 Dec 2015KajolFanApr 15 2016Waluscha DesouzaDear ZindagiÃ¢ 25 de noviembre de 2016Alia Bhattraees26 Jan 2017Mahira Khanjab Harry Met Sejal Ã¢ 2017anushka Sharmazero Ã¢ 2018 2018 Anushka Sharmapathan 'Lista de cajas de cajas de cajas of Bolywood Boxes of 2022. 10 Bollywood Plates
2013 in the next collection of Hollywood movies last bollywood movies. Chennai Express was theatrically launched in foreign markets on August 8, 2013 and a day after India. Retrieved on August 9, 2013. August 15, 2013. For a person who is tired of seeing movies with serious plot turns, this movie is a good deserved. But if a person tries to assess
this movie, then that person will fail miserably. Good moment in the movies of movies This is a well recommended movie. See detailed box office information about IMDBProsuggest and edit or add missing content What is the scheme of the Spanish language plot for Chennai Express (2013)? Respondyou do not have recently seen information: Comedy
| Rahul embarks on a trip to a small town in Tamil Nadu to fulfill the last desire of his grandfather: to have his ashes immersed in the blessed water of Rameshwaram. ^ "Shah Rukh-Salman saw together in Mehboob Studio". ^ "Tera Chhodoon Na Song Chennai Express. " Official Chennai Express game. "June 27, 2013. ^" Golden Kela Awards 2014:
Ranveer and Deepika are nominated for the worst actors. "" Bollywood Review: Deepika Padukone overcomes SRK in 'Chennai Express' ". A backup project for Khan, was chosen in his place. On his way back, Rahul realizes that he has fallen in love with Meenamma, and â € â € ‹does not tell Dénde Van. Durgesh allows Rahul to case with Meena. ^
"Chennai Express: 10 innovative marketing techniques used for the movie". Virtual Russian mountain, fighting thugs and dodging obstacles while trying to collect more than 10,000 coins to unlock the avatar of the Padukone game. [177] [178] Notes ^ while the Indian box office confirms that the movie thick Thirst ¢ â € Šâ¹2.08 billion (US $ 27
million) at the end of your career, another S Commercial analysts such as Taran Adarsh â € ‹â €‹ and Komal Nahta claimed a figure of 8 percent more high of ã ¢ â € Šâ¹2.27 billion (US $ 30 million). [143] However, box office figures have been used. September 16, 2013. ^ "Chennai Express: Shah Rukh Khan, Deepika Padukone brings back 'ddlj'
memories". Retrieved on November 27, 2013. Plot Rahul Mithaiwala is a single Huã © rfano of 40 years that he lives in Mumbai. ^ "Shah Rukh Khan's Chennai Express wins 40 million RS in Pakistã". "Chennai Express: Shah Rukh Khan, Deepika Padukone shoots in Iconic Doubsagar Falls." ^ Resham Sengar (August 9, 2013). Retrieved on April 25,
2013. ^ Chopra, Anupama (August 19, 2013). "Shah Rukh, Deepika Padukone's attire in 'Chennai To be auctioned. "In an ode to your own cinema, read the Golmaal or Bol Bachchan series, Rohit Shetty, the director, who has raised in the 100 million club of Bollywood rupees, increases the scale of his eid eid eid eid eid Saibal Chatterjee of NDTV gave
the 5 -star movie 3 and said that "the zeal of all hearts that SRK and Deepika contribute to the table and the constant flow of fun phrases serve well to the probe of Shetty, making Chennai The Masala movie that does not apologize for its intentions. He is reluctantly. Best actor: Nikitin Dheer Languages Box Office India ". ^ Shubhra Gupta (August 9,
2013). ^ "IIFA 2014 Winners of TÃ © cnicos". News and daily animals. Retrieved on January 12 Ary 2015. Box Office Mojo. Chennai Express is a movie that is a fun and entertaining movie, but it is not a form close to a movie movie. The movie tries to give a message that is how the Indian woman lacks freedom that message is lost through the comedy
of the movie. Retrieved on September 24, 2013. Archive of the original on May 18, 2013. Zee News. After the death of Bhishmabhar, Rahul's grandmother, Neto, told Rahul that Bhishmabhar wanted his ashes to divide into two parts. ^ "Top Worldwide First weeks 2013: Besharam 50% of Yeh Jawaani Hai Deewani". March 5, 2014. "Southern Spice:
The Southern Girl in" Chennai "" De Srk. Archive of the original on October 23, 2013. "'Chennai Express': The song of artages of priyamani with Shahrukh Khan for Shoot again! ". ^" The first weekends abroad 2013: Besharam 4th It helps her and four other people to address the train in motion, movement, The train leaves the station before it can go
down. Retrieved on February 22, 2014. Accessed February 1, 2014. Accessed January 10, 2014. Several sources said the director and the actor were not satisfied with the score. The movie surpassed 3 idiots (2009) to become the Bollywood movie of greater collection worldwide at that time. In Pianico, Rahul learns that the four men are his cousins 
and that his name is Meenalochni "Meenamma" Azhagusundaram. September 4, 2013. ^ "The best opening weekends abroad: Chennai Express Tops". Archive of the original on October 22, 2013. See full summary ¢ â »Director: Rohit Shettywriters: Robin Bhatt (additional guión), Farhad (DIALOGO) STARS: Deepika Padukone, Shah Rukh Khan,
Satyaraj screen: ã ¢ 950Mb Download 2013 film directed by Rohit Shetty Chennai Express St. August 3, 2013. "Cinema review: 'Chennai Express'". Archive of the original on September 28, 2013. ^ "Salman and Srk together on Goa". ^ "Chennai Express is the highest Shahrukh Khan Grosser in five days." November 27, 2012. ^ Roshini Olivera
(November 1, 2013). ^ "Chennai Express movie review". Retrieved on January 21, 2015. ^ "Second weekend business of Chennai Express". In the fight that follows, Rahul is seriously injured but is victorious. ^ "Chennai Express Wednesday" business. ^ Shalvi Mangookar (September 28, 2012). ^ "Chennai expresses only a brilliant point in a boring
August". British board of film classification. ^ "King Khan in Munnar for 'Chennai Express' Shooting". Archive of the original on February 28, 2014. "Kajol takes my husband's name for the first time." ^ "World Opening weekend: Krrish 3 Deccan Chronicle. Retrieved on August 4, 2013. Wikiquote Wikiquote has quotes related to: Official Chennai
Express (file) Chennai Express in IMDBã ¢ Chennai Express in Box Office Mojo Chennai Express in IMDBã ¢ IMDBã ¢ Express in Bollywood Hungama Chennai Express in Rotten Tomatoes Portales: IndiafilmbollywoodComedy recovered from " and once more surrounded by Durgesh Sickle-sickle Henching Henchulen, Rahulen, Rhahulen, terrified once
more at the height of Durgesh. It pretends to take Meenamma as a rehoge and escapes with her in Durgesh's car, fighting Durgesh's men. Archive of the original on December 13, 2014. Archive of the original on August 28, 2013. ^ LTD, Indiagames (March 1, 2016). Retrieved on January 28, 2015. ^ Vivadha Medai [El Dais Debate] (television) (in
Tamil). Retrieved on December 27, 2013. Archive of the original on October 29, 2013. ^ Rangan, Baradwaj (August 15, 2013). The movie received mixed critics from the chrietic National Level. Archive of the original on August 15, 2013. ^ "How will you open up to time in Mumbai will fold the first day?" Later he said: "Why would we falsify our own
culture?" [86] On July 31, 2013, the cinematogruman wing of the Maharashtra Navnirman Navnirman Polygeic Party Threatened to interrupt the premiere of the movie; according to the Reports, tried to evict popular marathi movies in the process of cinemas that show only one movie at the same time. We discern Rohit Shetty for his massive leisure
that includes cars that flutter from unknown corners and comedy that is not slapped but works. " [96] Baradwaj's chronic Rangan wrote: "The material, given the material, it has been better for bad ... Shetty fashions to Shah Rukh Khan Showreel, borrowing pieces of the greatest igitos of him, and It gives an avatar without restrictions of the star that
the star itself has seemed somewhat embarrassed, ãºlimously, to hug. "He gave the 5 -star movies 2.5, and wrote that the movie presents some really funny moments. Funny. Father, Durgeshwara "Durgesh" Azhagusundaram, is a powerful head of the local mafia in Tamil Nadu. When Politia officers investigate and stop Rahul, he tells his story and
ends in Komban. Balasubrahmanyam recorded the main song of the movie, marking Bollywood's return to reproduce after an absence of fifteen years. ^ "Equipment 'Chennai Express' wraps the wai schedule". The movie is starring Shah Rukh Khan as Rahul Mithaiwala, a man who accidentally covers the homonmus train and travels from Mumbai to
Rameswaram with the daughter of a local gift, played by Deepika Padukone. Retrieved on December 18, 2013. Meanwhile, Bhishambhar dies in the vines of the celebration, just when he is a Sachin Tendulkar witness on television in a Cricket match, he is ruled out in his 99th race. August 16, 2013. Accessed February 25, 2014. After Bhishambhar's
funeral, Rahul's grandmother, Neetu, tells Rahul that Bhishambhar wanted her ashes to be divided into two parts, a part to be immersed in the Ganges and the other in Rameswaram. I Honey Singh ". August 6, 2013. ^ Simran Chopra (August 12, 2012). Archive of the original on April 8, 2014. Accessed October 1, 2013. Archive of the original on
December 30, 2012 August 14, 2013. Archive of the original on August 11, 2013. Meanwhile, Bhimsingh died on the occasion of a function. An India. Gross (excludes the entertainment tax) ã ¢ â € Šâ¹2.08.25 billion ( US $ 27 million) 3 idiots (ã ¢ â 2.02 billion (US $ 27ã ¢ ° million)) [136] [141] Distributor action (national) ã ¢ â € Šâ¹1.15 billion (US $
15 million) ek tha tiger (ã ¢ â € Šâ¹1.07 billion (US $ 14 million)) [144] Worldwide gross â € â¹3.92 billion (US $ 51ã ¢ millions)) [163] Filming awards and nominations [164] Category 2013 Sony Trendsetter of the Year Red Chillies Entertainment Entertainment Best actor (female) Deepika Padukone nominated for the best music director Vishal
"Shekhar nominated for the best reproduction singer (female) Chinmayi by" Titli "nominated for the IIFA awards [165] [166] AÃ ± o category Nominated result 2013 Best Actor Actor (female) Deepika Padukone Won Won Songs Vinod Verma recording gained the sound design anup Won Best Film Red Chillies Entertainment The best director Rohit
Shetty nominated for best actor (man) Shahrukh Khan nominated Star Guild Awards [167] [167] [168] [168] A category Nominated Result 2013 Best Actor (Female) Deepika Padukone Won Won Won Artist from the year to the year Chinni Prakash nominated for the best Sajid-Farhad nominate ado Red Chillies Entertainment Ganned the best visual
effects Red Chillies VFX gained the best actor (male): the popular Shahrukh Khan won the best actor (femal e) Deepika Padukone gained the best actor (woman): the popular Deepika Padukone won the best actor ( man) Shahrukh Khan nominated for the best reproduction singer (woman) Chinmayi for "Titli" nominated Zee cinema awards [169] [170]
[171] Annual year of a nominated category result 2013 Best Fool: Popular Red Chillies Entertainment Ganó The best marketed movie Red Chillies Entertainment gained the best actor (man): the popular Shahrukh Khan won the best actor (female) "popular Deepika Padukone won the best nominated director Red Red (female) Chinmayi for the best
choreography nominated for "Titli" Raju sundaram nominated for the best Sajid-Farhad nominated diogog [172] Category Category result 2013 The most entertaining comedy Red Chillies Entertainment gained cattle cattle of the year Shahrukh Khan, Deepika Padukone won the artist of the year of Shahrukh Khan won the greatest number of singers:
Honey Singh Singh Most of The actress (comedy) Deepika Padukone gained the most entertaining music Shahrukh Khan won the best actress Deepika Padukone, she won the best marketed movie Red Chillies Entertainment, she won the best director Rohit Shetty runner "Titli" Ganated the Song Engineering/Sound Engineering of the year Shekhar
Ravjiani "Titli" Won Golden Kela Awards [175] [176] A of the category result of the category 2013 The worst movie Chillies Entertainment nominated for The worst actress Deepika Padukone nominated the worst director Rohit Shetty nominated more irritating song "lungi dance" nominated worse letter "1 2 3 4 get on the dance floor" nominated game
a platform Ru Nning Game Titled Ch ennai Express: Escape from Rameshwaram, based on the movie and with Shahrukh Khan & Deepika Padukone, was developed by Disney UTV digital wing and launched on July 24, 2013 for Android systems. "Zee buys the satellite rights of Chennai Express for his next channel '& pictures'". ^ "Official Video of Titli
Chennai Express". June 24, 2013. Archive of the original on May 1, 2013. Before the celebration of the day 100 of Dé 100, the friends of Rahul, Bobby and Baman, invite him to accompany them on a vacation in Goa, which he © l accepts. The Hindãº. Archive of the original on August 10, 2013. ^ Sen, Raja (August 9, 2013). Rahul, not knowing what a
way to take, returns to Meenamma, who takes him to the village of Vidhamba. "Review: Chennai Express". PTI ^ Meena Iyer (August 8, 2013). The economic times. ^ A B "Top Worldwide Weekends 2013: Goliyon Ki Raaslela Ram Leela 3rd". Retrieved on August 1, 2013. of the original on September 20, 2013. ^ ^ Express Cross EK Tha Tiger
worldwide at ten days. "January 7, 2011. Accessed December 28, 2013. Shetty makes Masala's movies in the Chettinad style. August 15, 2015. ^" The upper screen account 2013 ". And that is the perfect description of this movie." Taking the raid train to win a princess of the mafia. " Deepika Padukone involves 'Chennai Express' Shoot ". Archive of
the original on January 28, 2015. Archive of the original on January 13, 2015. Meenamma then realizes that he has fallen in love with Rahul. Accessed July 3, 2013. ^ "List of winners of 59 ° Filmfare Awards". Bollywood culture. "Archive of the original on August 4, 2013." Mirchi Music Awards 2014 Winners: Shahrukh Khan, Farhan Akhtar Honra;
Aashiqui 2 wins 7 trophies "." Rohit Shetty Furious. "DNA India. Allmovie. August 13, 2012. Accessed March 5, 2012. Archive of the original on September 29, 2012. Being fleeing from a forced marriage with a ruffo called Tangaballi. ^" Chennai Express (2013) International Cabdling Results "" Box Office Mojo ". September 18, 2013. From its next
movie Chennai Express, the straws of the crisome will not present their name first, but that of its actress Main. Archive of the original on September 27, 2013. Accessed August 2, 2013. This is the best website in the world to download any movie in HD and Hindi.chennai Express Movie Download: complete download from Chennai Express Movie In
just seconds that you arrive at the best place. Accessed September 2, 2019. Meenamma persuads Rahul to disperse Bhishambhaha's ashes and travel with ã © l a where the rites complete. ^ Shekhar (August 13, 2013). The casting of the main hero was was the subject of a lot of press speculation; Kapoor Kapoor, it was rumored that Asin and Deepika
Padukone Padukone Shetty negotiated those rumors, stating that the cast would end in April 2012, and that he was going to choose an actress established in the paper. [22] In October 2012, it was confirmed that Deepika Padukone had been signed to play the female protagonist against Khan, and photographs were released that shows Padukone and
Khan's shots. [23]. This was Padukone's second movie in front of Khan, with whom she made her debut in Bollywood in the 2007 box office ã ã ito om Shanti om. [24] [25] Starting with this movie, which was launched in the Women's Day, Khan wanted the name of his co -carrier to appear above his in the cristers. [26] Sathyaraj was chosen to play the
role of Padukone's father, making him in Bollywood. [27] Actress Priyamani was signed in January 2013 for an article number in the movie that replaces Nayanthara. [28] Other personalities of Tamil cinema, including Delhi Ganesh and Mohan Raman, appear in minor roles. [29] The movie was initially titled as Ready Steady Po. However, to emphasize
the connection with southern India, the movie was channai Express with the planned title used as motto [30]. Filming and postproductive the station of Munnar Hill in Kerala, one of the main locations of the movie, the filming in the project began in Mehboob Studio in Mumbai on October 5, 2012. [31] An additional filming was made in Chhatrapati
Shivaji Terminus Terminus with a minimum crew. [32] The fixed images of the main actor were unofficially released in mid -October 2012. [33] In November 2012, the cast and the team went to Goa to start filming the scenes set all. [34] Vasco da Gama train station was used to portray as Kalyan Junction's train station. September 7, 2013. A romantic
scene aboard a train that Together with doubt Falls was also filmed. [35] In December 2012, the crew went to Yakarta to film certain scenes. [36] The Pamban bridge also known as the Annai Indira Gandhi bridge, which connects the city of Mandapam in Tamil Nadu with the island of Pamban, and and It was the song of the song "Tera Rastaa
Chhodoon Na". [37] In January 2013, it was assumed that there was a session in Ooty, but since Khan felt that Ooty was too far from Mumbai, several places in Ooty were rebuilt on the outskirts of Panchgani in Wai by art director Narendra Ruharikar . [38] He took more than 40 days and 15 million to build the required sets. [38] [39] The filming in
Wai Tomó all month of March 2013. [40] A 10 -day shooting schedule in Munnar, Kerala, began in mid -April 2013; The scenes were filmed in Devikulam Lake, Meesapulimala, Wagavara and Kannimala. [41] The filming stopped for several days due to heavy rains, which resulted in the schedule extended slightly until the end of the same month. [42] A
press conference was held in Munnar. [43] In May 2013, the scenes were filmed in North Goa. [44] [45] Padukone ended up firing on May 25, 2013. [46] Khan Voló to Ramoji Film City, Hyderabad, in May 2013, to film the remaining scenes of him. [47] The movie has several tamile dioxals, but to retain the context, no subtitles were used. [48] Chennai
Express was produced by Gauri Khan, Karim Morani, Ronnie Screwvala and Siddharth Roy Kapur under the entertainment flag of Red Chillies. November 16, 2011. "Sathyaraj becomes the father of Deepika Padukone in Chennai Express?". Archive of the original on September 14, 2015. Archive of the original on March 24, 2014. January 3, 2013. ^
"Shahrukh Khan will not act in the Malayalam cinema". "Shah Rukh Khan, Padukone Deepika sprout outbreak sequence." ^ Puri (May 24, 2013). ^ "We are living in an era of won and furious change: Joi." ^ "Top ten of all time, first week, Grossers: Dhoom 3 leads by 25%". ^ A b "Chennai Express is a regular time registration without registrations in
large Balasubrahmanyam, was launched on May 23, 2013. [55] The official progress of the movie was released in an event in Mumbai on June 13, 2013; Two days after its launch exceeded four million visits on envelope The used attire â € â € ‹by Khan and Padukone in the movie were auctioned; The income of the sale was donated to a Benã ©
physical organization. [73] The auction took place around the day of the launch of the movie. [74] A karaoke application developed by a Swedish games studio, launched on August 2, 2013 for intelligent phones with Android and iOS headquarters. [75] Khan promoted his movie in the reality shows of comedy nights with Kapil, Taarak Mehta Ka Ooltah
Chashmah, Madhubala Ek Ishq Ek Junoon, made super moms, Jhalak Dikhla Jaa 6 and Indian Idol Junior. [76] Zeitgeist's compilation, the end of Google's year of the most frequent bibs of Bãºqueda, called Chennai expresses the most trend of 2013 in India. [77] The rights of TV for the film of the movie were sold to Zee Network for "480 million (US $
6.3 million). [78] The agreement was linked to the box office income of the movie, the first treatment of its type in Indian cinema. ^ "Chennai Express expires to the registration of the first week of the tiger." June 18, 2013. ^ Nabanita (February 21, 2011). Press Trust of India. ^ "The best weekends 2013: Grand Masti 4th "Box Office India". August
12, 2012. Accessed January 24, 2014. Before celebrating the birthday number 100 of Bheesambhar, Rahul, Bobby and Baman's friends, invited him to go on vacation in Goa, which he accepted. "Anupama Chopra review: Chennai Express." Retrieved on January 26, 2015. Archive of the original on November 15, 2012. Accessed December 24, 2013.
Accessed September 18, 2013. ^ Deepu Madhavan (February 24, 2014). Archive of the original on April 4, 2013. But the movie advances during most of its 2 hours and 20 minutes looking for comedy and characters in a braking story overwhelmed. "[105] Sneha May Francis de Emirates 24/7 wrote " "Rohit the S (H) Shetty's romance Tyle depends
largely on buffoner and will be applauded mainly by Shah Rukh Khan Lealists." Retrieved on July 25, 2013. August 1, 2013. The party was upset with the reports that Chennai Express distributors have had The main slotters in theaters of the Éndica screen, and in some multiplexes, where the marathi superhit duniyadari (2013) had been popular since
July 19. "Shah Rukh Khan brings Ooty to Wai!" September 9, 2013. ^ "Shahrukh Khan's Chennai Express receiving mixed critics." Archive of the original on March 4, 2014. Taran Adarsh. January 2, 2013. ^ "The Thalaiv Tribute (Lungi dance) feat. 2013. ^" 'Chennai Express' A great © Xito in Karachi: Times of India ". From the beginning, the movie
tries to merge the culture of the north of the north from India and southern India, which resulted in some romantic and creative moments in the movie that also generated a good chemical between the main actor and the actress. Cinematography and art direction and art direction in this movie really captured the different cultures of southern India
and northern India. AÃ ± aden the musical sets and number added the well -necessary color for the movie. September 12, 2013. August 8, 2013. Archive of the original on February 2018. Rahul Mithaiwala is a Huã © rfano of 40 years of Mumbai. Archive of the original on December 19, 2012. Accessed June 26 â € â € ". Koimoi. Rediff. ^ Ramchander
(December 16, 2013). On Jun 27 2013, launched the promotion of the "Titli" song, [56] and on July 11, 2013, the promotional video of "Main Kashmira your Kanyakumari" wa s launched. [57] On July 19, 2013, T-Series uploaded a song to its official YouTube channel; sung by Honey Singh. Movie. Movie.
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